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Are you tired of trying to flirt without results or being flirted by people who do not interest you? 

Are you in a committed relationship and would like to enhance your sexual life? 

The experts of Academy of Relationships, present the workshop that thousands of people have 
attended and got supported to create the erotic relationship they desire and deserve: 

 
 

 Interactive Workshop Flirt & Sex 

How to Start Right, Follow Through and Thrive.  

 
How to prepare yourself for flirting  

The 5 basic communication mistakes we all do with men and women  

 
Flirt and….Touchdowns!  

 
How to take the first step  

Ladies: how to allow him to be the hunter  

Gentlemen: how to be the man in the relationship  

Online flirting: mistakes and do’s 

What to do when you are turned down: how to gather your pieces and move on  

Change your beliefs about sex and reclaim the fun!  

 
 Timing is everything: how to use it for you and not against you  

 You and your body: how important is it to be a model?  

KnowThyself: masturbation  
 

 Sex in the relationship: SOS tips so that you are never bored  
 

 Ladies, how to climax every time you have sex  

Gentlemen: how to help her climax  

How to master the art of confidence and body language 
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In this 6 hour workshop, you boost up your confidence, get to know why men and women 
are so different and learn the groundbreaking techniques of flirting and sex.  

Investment for 6 hour interactive workshop: 290 usd  

Attention: 

In the Academy of Relationships, we do not create players, people who manipulate others 
in order to have sex. We address to you who want to create a long lasting relationship and 
develop yourself  with one partner. We address to you, who want to flirt and have sex 
with The One, with your Soul mate.  

 

 

Testimonials  
 
I had so many questions that got answered at your workshop. 

You gave me a plan on how to move ahead and never ever give up. 

Now, I am looking forward to practice what we discussed about sex.  

Thank you! 

Irene  
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I am so thrilled because I understood that men and women react differently due to oxytocin. 

Now I get women so much better, and I will be able to create a fulfilling relationship.  

As for sex…. I will let you know of the updates!  

George 

 

 

 

The Academy of Relationships experts: 
 

Jill Douka, the highly sought after internationally-renowned speaker and the #1 bestselling 
author of Create Love: 7 Secrets To Manifest Your Perfect Match, had experienced a myriad 
of adventures before she met her husband, Nikolas Ouranos, co-author of this book, founder 
of the Academy of Relationships and in demand marriage mentor. 

They worked together in order to develop the 7 Steps To Manifest and be in a Long lasting 
relationship with your Perfect Match that saves time, heart pain and divorces. They have 
been teaching people all over the globe on the 7 Steps via the Academy of Relationships into 
creating healthy relationships with their other whole. 
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Nikolas Ouranos is the Relationship Expert, 

inspirational speaker, author and in demand marriage mentor. A TEDx speaker, he is 

the founder of the Academy of Relationships www.academyofrelationships.com and 

together with guest specialists, they train thousands of people in creating happy 

relationships without an expiration date. Nikolas appears in TV and radio shows. For 

more information visit: www.nikolasouranos.com 

Jill Douka, MBA, PCC, is the highly sought after 

internationally-renowned speaker, awarded #1 bestselling author, awarded mentor by 

the European Union, and one of the first European speakers at 2 TEDx events in 

Asia and Europe. She is Greek and Canadian, and has trained, coached, and 

mentored thousands of people in Europe, the USA, and Asia. She appears on TV 

and radio shows internationally. She travels extensively all over the world with her 

husband, Nikolas Ouranos.  

For more information, visit: www.jilldouka.com 

 

 

http://www.nikolasouranos.com/
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